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In recent years, the potential for sophisticated and efficient terrorist attacks on our nation's food supply has become an increasing reality. Argoterrorists, of either domestic or foreign origins, with relatively minimal funding and using home-based “kitchen” laboratories, may already have the ability to produce and introduce harmful pathogens directly into our food supply at their source. The events of 911 have proven that with relatively minimal funding, a small group of terrorists are capable of causing major disruptions to our economy, through limited but strategic assaults. In a possible argoterrosim scenario, farms come under attack through direct exposure of crops to harmful pathogenic bacteria agents such as E. coli O157:H7 or the less known O104:H4 strain. A limited number of strategically located farms would be targeted for dissemination of the pathogen(s) with the potential for massive damage to our economy with widely reported news that segments of the American population have been made ill or killed due to the actions of agroterrorist having successfully contaminated essential crops at the farm level.
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